
Walk instructions
31/4 Miles   11/2 Hours

Postcode PE8 6PR

Find a parking space in the village of Yarwell, west
of the A1 and southwest of Wansford and the A47.
No toilets, local pub the ‘Angel’. Start from the
church.

1 Take the roadside path back up the slight slope, past the ‘Angel’ to the
main road at the crossroads. Turn right, along the path towards
Wansford, for a quarter of a mile to the footpath signpost on the left.

2 Turn left along this hedged
bridleway, into the trees of Old
Sulehay Forest. Bear right on the
centre path and keep ahead to the
substantial track at the T-junction. Turn
left along this track between trees and
continue all the way, through the
metal gate to the road.
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Walking - Sulehay Forest

3 Take the road left and keep straight on as the road swings left. Pass the
metal barrier and walk down this bridleway between trees for just over half

a mile to an easily missed path on
the left and turn left.

4 The path goes through a kissing gate and continues up the left hand
field edge with the hedge to the left, through a boundary and bears
left through the next kissing gate. Carry on along the path between
fences, through a hedge gap and down the right hand field edge with
the trees and the hedge to the right. Go through the hedge gap at the
end and cross the footbridge.

5 Get back to the original direction with the hedge again
right, over the stile and keep ahead slight left, across the
field to the gate at the road. Step over the stile and cross
this surprisingly busy road carefully.

6 Keep direction left of the house, past the signpost and the
wide wooden gate. The path goes straight on, along the
edge of the playing field to where it appears to end at a
junction and a fence. Turn left, on this path passing right of
the church and back to the road in Yarwell village.


